


Control Console
The convenient control
console features pre-set
application rates. Easy
operator control does not
require extensive training to
operate. The auto start and 
stop eliminates the need to
hold “blast”.

Spray Pattern / Nozzle Selection System
No need to remove nozzle when changing from light to heavy application, or when changing from de-icing
to anti-icing operations. The unique Tyler “Select A Spray” design allows for complete change over in less
than 1 minute. No need to stock additional nozzles, extensions, screens, etc. for various configurations. Stop
over-spraying expensive chemicals with the blast button. Apply accurately with the Tyler Ice System. Tyler,
ready when you need to go.

Driver’s Side Pumping Station
Valving and pumping station is conveniently located near the driver’s
side door. No need to reach between the spray boom when loading
and setting up valving. Each valve handle is color coded for easy
understanding of all operations. Load line located low, eliminating
potential splashing of materials into the operator’s face during
hookup and disconnection.

5-Section
Boom Shut-off
•Booms may be sprayed in
fully closed position (10’
width), partially opened
position (30’), or fully
opened position (50’).

Spray Boom
Strongest spray boom in
the industry. Constructed
of rectangular tubing, and
equipped with breakaway
features for each wing.
When in the cradle
position, the tips fold
back behind the cab door,
so no need to walk under
dripping chemical when
entering and leaving the
cab. 

25 Ft. - 100 Ft. boom width
250 gallon - 5000 gallon tank capacity

10 Ft. - 50 Ft. boom width
250 gallon - 2000 gallon tank capacity, stainless steel or poly
Available with cab controlled engine and spray functions

Pump Station
•18 HP engine w/cold
weather package
•300 GPM centrifugal pump
•Integral pump station
capable of load, unload and
transfer

Power Boom Folds
•Available with full cab
controlled power or manual
booms

3 Section
Boom Shut-off

•Capable of spraying in the
fully closed position which
allows roadway applications

Heavy Duty Trailer
•Low center of gravity
•Power  Surge brakes
•10,000# Axles

Truck Mounted
Airport De-icer

Trailer Mounted
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Features:
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